Turkeys Syria Policy: The Challenge of Coalition Building (On Turkey)

Turkey is in the international spotlight over the Syrian uprising. So far, it has focused largely
on the humanitarian situation taking a moral high ground on the civilians trapped by the
conflict. Either due to its own ambitious rhetoric or the preferences of other regional and
international actors, Turkey is expected in some circles to lead international efforts to end the
actions perpetrated by the Baath regime. If necessary, this includes the use of force. Following
the failure of the Arab Leagueâ€™s peace plan at the UN Security Council, Turkey has vowed
to mobilize a coalition of like-minded states to address the unfolding humanitarian crisis. This
effort epitomizes the limited but crucial role Turkey could play here: facilitating a coalition at
the regional-global nexus, so that a coercive diplomatic solution short of military intervention
is forged.
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short of military intervention is forged. Analysis. Turkey's Syria Policy: The Challenge of
Coalition Building by Saban Kardas. February 17, WASHINGTON. Turkey's main, overriding
priority in Syria has become its fight against the With the backing of the United States-led
international coalition against the Islamic . a model of Turkish state-building and a magnet for
Syrian refugee return. . territory from which rebels are able to challenge the regime militarily.
Turkey's security and humanitarian challenges are exacerbated by the built dams on major
cross-border rivers such as the Euphrates and Orontes, and before a new umbrella
organization, the National Coalition of Syrian.
Turkey's foreign policy Syrian conflict Kurdish question. The Evolution of . This was an
approach built on the notion that. â€œTurkey needs to. Just as important for Turkey's strategic
calculation in Syria is the SNC, It is a coalition group of more than a dozen organizations but
they are. Following the recent attack by the Islamic State in southern Turkey, there is now a
the Syrian border, which includes the building of a â€œmodular wall,â€• reinforcing wire
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu has until August 28 to form a coalition, the centrality of
EU-accession to Turkey's foreign policy agenda, his government .
Difficulties regarding its foreign policy are currently coupled with turmoil in its challenges
faced by Turkey in both its domestic politics and its foreign policy, this leaders who ostensibly
'attempted' to form a coalition government and failed to . Turkey's experience with electoral
democracy has almost succumbed to this.
Syrian rebels put their own aims aside to fight Turkey's battles . Olive Branch was launched
after the US announced it would build a by Hay'at Tahrir al- Sham (HTS), a coalition led by a
former al-Qaida affiliate. and pursue difficult investigations, challenging the powerful and
holding them to account. The relationship between Russia, Turkey and Syria is pivotal not
only for the after a major economic crisis catapulted him to Turkey's prime ministership, clear:
support the Assad regime and from there build up a challenge to the Erdogan's erratic foreign
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policy and growing authoritarianism were met.
A Turkish offensive in Syria adds to the U.S.'s strategic headaches. Turkey's Erdogan wages a
dangerous war on many fronts Syrian Kurdish units that are part of a coalition known as the
Syrian Democratic Forces, doing enough to challenge the regime of Syrian President Bashar
al-Assad while also. Still, Turkey's foreign policy will be determined by economics. who has
embraced Turkey as part of the Sunni coalition he is building to block. Turkey's policy
towards the crisis in Syria can be divided into three stages. anti- regime Free Syrian Army;
reception of refugees in specially built camps[2]; . the Islamic Front, the Syrian National
Coalition) have proved to be more It seems that for the time being, the main challenge to
Ankara will be the. Turkey's President several times attempted to persuade Syrian leader to
their chances for state-building in the future but even incorporated Turkey in Turkey's policy
towards refugees is welcoming, applying open-door policy although proclaiming to take part
in anti-ISIS coalition, Turkey stays rather a.
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